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Synchronised Swimming and Open Water.  

Day 5. September 9, 2011 
 

   

In the last swimming day of the European Masters Championships in Yalta there was the 

biggest quantity of records. And even 15 minutes break through the heavy rain didn’t stop 

competitions. 3 European records were made in individual events. Hermann Reitenmeyer 

(Germany, age group 90-94 group) did swum 200 m breaststroke in 5 min. 51,26 seconds. On 50 

freestyle Melinda Marossi (Hungary, age group 40-44 years, women) has shown 27,53 seconds. 

At the same distance (age group 35-39 years) Russian athlete Ekaterina Yudina has won in 27,11 

sec. Another European record in Men, 4x50 Medley ( age group 280-319 years) has been set by 

Hungarian team UJBUDA. Ukrainians beat the last world record at this Championships. They 

are Vyacheslav Shirshov, Alexander Dzhaburia, Denis Silantiev, Alexander Volynets all 

represent Katran Masters Team from Odessa. 

 

 
 

On photo: The world record holders on the top of the podium. In the center higher (in the center), 

Alexander Dzhaburia (former world record holder in Breaststroke), Denis Silantyev (Sydney 

Olympics Silver Medallist). In the center lower: Viacheslav Shirshov, Alexander Volynets (The 

greatest Ukrainian sprinters). 



 
 

On picture: The European record holder Melinda Marossi (Hungary) 



 
 

On picture: The European record holder Ekaterina Yudina (Russia). 



 
 

On picture: The European record holder Hermann Reitemeyer (Germany) wins either when it’s 

the sun or when it’s the wind. 



 
 

On picture: The rain is not an obstacle for the fans to cheer for their teams. 



 
 

On picture: The member of LEN  Masters committee Phillip Fitzpatrick. He is giving an order to 

stop the competitions because of the heavy rain. 



 
 

On picture: Getting to finish- Andrew Gristwood (GBR) 



 
 

On picture: The competition runs in the non-stop rhythm. This marathon is served by two shifts 

of referees that change each other. 



 
 

On picture: Ukrainian referee Sergey Biletiuk - to work with brilliant mood. 



 
 

On picture: And one more start! Another fly above the Yalta! 



 
 

On picture: We did it! 



 
 

On picture: Very experienced FINA starter Viktor Ageev (Ukraine) in action. 



 
On picture: Stefani Sonntag (Germany)- Citius! Altius! Fortius! 

 



 
 

On picture: At this time the informational center works hard. 

 



 
 

On picture: the former world champion Dmitriy Krayevskiy (Ukraine) “mastership – forever”! 



 
 

On picture: Viacheslav Shirshov begins the record heat of his team. 



 
 

On picture: the executive director of the championships Andriy Vlaskov passes the LEN flag to 

the organizers of the next championship. In 2013 it will be performed in Netherlands’ 

Eindhoven. The flag is taken by the representative of the Royal Dutch swimming federation, 

Paul Van den Heufel. 

 

The Masters Swimming in Yalta is Over :(  

 

Open Water event will start tomorrow! 

 

 

By Ruslan Svirin. Translation – Druz’ Kiril.  


